
 

It has been years since we heard from our customers that it's painful to learn the REST 
API from a pdf document. As developers, we experienced the same in person. Starting 
from release 7.3, Documentum REST Services provides users with a new API 
documentation in HTML content format. In this article, I'll walk through this API 
documentation to help you get started easily. 

Background 

If you are still staying with me so far, you probably note that I did not tell anything 
about RADL yet. So what is RADL? RADL stands for RESTful API Description 
Language. It is an open source specification and tooling to design hypermedia-driven 
RESTful API. Its source code is available on GitHub - restful-api-description-
language/RADL. So not surprisingly, the HTML documentation for Documentum 
REST Services you will see next is written in RADL. If you already have some 
experience in REST API development, you may have heard about Swagger or Spring 
REST Docs, which are much more popular frameworks to generate REST API 
documentation. The biggest advantage of RADL is, it is the only REST API 
description language that describes how state transfer works in a REST API. You will 
see how we use RADL to describe Documentum REST state transfer if you are still 
with me. 

Get the documentation 

I assume that you already know where to down Documentum REST binaries. If not, 
here is the link to Documentum REST Services product resources on DELL EMC 
support site, https://support.emc.com/products/32689_Documentum-REST-
Services (require login). 

Get API documentation from a running REST server 

https://github.com/restful-api-description-language/RADL
https://github.com/restful-api-description-language/RADL
http://swagger.io/
https://projects.spring.io/spring-restdocs/
https://projects.spring.io/spring-restdocs/
https://support.emc.com/products/32689_Documentum-REST-Services
https://support.emc.com/products/32689_Documentum-REST-Services


 

Get API documentation from a REST SDK 

 

Please note that the API documentation is marked as experimental. The reason is we 
don't intend to immediately replace Documentum REST Services Reference Guide (pdf 
version) by this HTML documentation since the pdf version still has its unique values 
for customers. 



Documentation structure 

Now if you open the HTML file, you will see the content structure from the left 
sidebar. The name of each section clearly tells what its content is about. I just give 
you a quick overview of outlines here. 

 

• States - States refer to the letter S in the term REST. Resources in an 
application have their states, for instance, a locked document, a purged group, 
etc. A REST API essentially describes the state transitions of resources in an 
application. 

• Link Relations - Link relations are the hypermedia markups on resource 
presentations to link two independent resources together with an explicit 
relationship, for instance, a locked document and its lock owner. It's the key 
factor to make a web API RESTful. 

• Property Groups - Property groups are a set of properties to describe the data 
transfer objects in REST API request and response bodies, for instance, which 
properties are mandatory for a new folder creation. It does NOT define which 
representation format (XML or JSON) the payload should be in. 



• URI Parameters - URI parameters are applied on the URIs of REST API calls as 

the query string. They provide additional options for the REST API calls, for 
instance, ordering a folder collection or not. 

• Media Types - Media types define the format of resource representations in 
request and response bodies. JSON and XML are supported. 

• Custom Headers - Custom headers are HTTP headers applied to request and 
responses of REST API calls. For instance, Content-Type and Accept headers 
are used to negotiate content media types. 

• Status Codes - Status codes define the response result status in HTTP standard 
codes, for instance, 201 for created. It's the most straightforward way to 
identify whether a REST API call is successful or failed. 

• Resources - Resources define all available URI-identified resources and their 
operations in the REST API. Resources are the wheels of the state transition 
engine in an application. 

• Authentication - Authentication defines all supported authentication schemes 
on the REST API. 

State transitions 

I am pretty confident that you know other parts well, except the states. So please give 
me some time to explain how states describe the REST API. The state definition is 
comprised of three elements: a source state, a transition, and a result state. 

 

A source state assumes where the client currently stands. A transition describes what 
available business operation is done from the source state. A result state describes the 
result of this transition. If you have the chance to check the RADL XML definition 
from Documentum REST SDK, you'll find the state definition part like this: 

&lt;state name="home-doc"&gt; 



 

    &lt;transitions&gt; 

 

        &lt;transition name="Get product information" to="product-info"/&gt; 

 

        &lt;transition name="Get repositories" to="repositories"/&gt; 

 

    &lt;/transitions&gt; 

 

&lt;/state&gt; 

 
 
 
 
 
 

Start is a dummy state in the API documentation, which only means to the starting 
point. Home document is the entry point for the entire Documentum REST Services. 
If you click on Entry point of the HTML document, you'll see how you get to home 
document in the REST API. It's done by performing a GET method on the billboard 
URI. 

 



The result of this transition is home-doc, which stands for home document. It has two 
media types for its representation, XML (application/home+xml) and the 
JSON (application/home+json). If you click their media type links, you'll see the XML and 
JSON samples for home document, respectively. 

 

 

If you click on the result state home-doc, you'll see what further state transitions can 
be operated on home document. For instance, the default REST API has two available 
transitions on home-doc, which are Get product information and Get repositories, 
respectively. The transition Get product information is done by performing the GET 
method on the href of link relation about from state home-doc. 



 

By now, you must have gotten the idea that with states and transitions, we can reach 
out to all available resources and their operations in Documentum REST Services. 
Therefore, you can take the the entire state transfer of Documentum REST Services as 
a bidirectional graph with a starting point. It's bidirectional because with link 
relations, resources can navigate to each other. Below is a tree view of state transitions 
in Documentum REST Services in a gif (Click on the image to view its animation). 

 

(The tree view code is out of the REST binaries so far; we will contribute it to RADL 
open source project in the future.) 

Exploring a resource 

By now, you have gotten the idea about state transfer in Documentum REST 
Services. Different with states, resources are the URI identified endpoints for the REST programming. They are 
the wheels to transit states. Next, let's explore a sample resource in this documentation to see 
what information it gives you for the REST API consumption. Let's look at 
a document resource. 



 

Note: You may find that resource URI for document resource is not documented on 
the API documentation. The reason is, as a RESTful API, we don't encourage clients 
to hard-code resource URIs except the billboard URI on home document resource. If 
clients hard code all resource URIs in client codes, the REST API loses its benefits for 
server driven state transfer, and clients become tightly bind to specific REST servers. 
But if developers want to reference resource URIs for prototyping or debugging, they 
can find resource URIs in RADL XML definition. 

&lt;resource name="document" status="complete" public="true"&gt; 

 

    &lt;documentation&gt;The document resource models a single document in 
the repository.&lt;/documentation&gt; 

 

    &lt;location 
uri="/repositories/{repositoryName}/documents/{documentId}"/&gt; 

 

    &lt;methods&gt; 

 

        &lt;method name="GET"&gt; 

 

            &lt;documentation&gt;Get the specified 
document.&lt;/documentation&gt; 

 

            &lt;transitions&gt; 

 

                &lt;transition ref="Find document"/&gt; 

 



                &lt;transition ref="Get canonical document"/&gt; 

 

            &lt;/transitions&gt; 

 

            ... 

 
 
 
 
 

A document resource supports GET (read), POST (update) and DELETE (remove) 
methods. We only look at the GET method here. 

 

By definition, the document state is reached by performing a GET method on two source states, a folder-child-
documents state, and a object (sysobject) state. We skip the statement that a document state can re-get to itself by 
the GET method as well, since this is true on almost all resources. And for a GET method, there are two query 
parameters that can be applied, links and view. By clicking on their links, you'll get their definitions. 



 

 

The GET request does not require a request body. By observing the response part, we see that the result is 
a document state, which can be represented in both XML and JSON representations. If you click on their links, 
you'll reach out to their sample messages. 

 

I am stopping here. The next is for you to explore the REST API documentation after downloading the REST 
binaries. Hopefully, it gives you the better experience on learning Documentum REST Services. 

Future work 
<p>we are="" working="" on="" both="" radl="" specification="" improvement="" and="" 

documentum="" rest="" api="" documentation="" improvement.="" we="" looking="" forward="" to="" 
seeing="" your="" feedbacks="" using="" the="" new="" services="" documentation.<="" p="" 
style="color: rgb(0, 0, 0); font-family: "Times New Roman"; font-size: medium; font-style: normal; font-



variant-ligatures: normal; font-variant-caps: normal; font-weight: 400; letter-spacing: normal; orphans: 
2; text-align: start; text-indent: 0px; text-transform: none; white-space: normal; widows: 2; word-
spacing: 0px; -webkit-text-stroke-width: 0px; text-decoration-style: initial; text-decoration-color: 
initial;"> 

Learn more about Documentum REST Services &gt;&gt; 

</p>we> 
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